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Target Market:  ACDelco TCK/WP are designed for non GM vehicles that utilize timing belts
327 total kits found in Belts and Hoses Line 35
Warranty:  TCK/WP come with a limited lifetime warranty *

1. Not just OE Quality, but actual OE Components used on many non GM vehicles
ACDelco’s TCK/TCKWP supplier is the largest OE manufacturer of timing belts in the world
ACDelco uses more of the exact same components being used on non GM vehicle brands
than any other aftermarket company

TCK includes: Original Equipment timing belt.  Mix of OE and premium aftermarket pulley,
tensioner, pre-tensioner springs and instructions; all dependent on the application
TCKWP includes:  all the above plus premium aftermarket water pump

51 TCK/WP kits have 100% OE belt and OE metal components - Not matched by the competition.
Conti has zero OE components!

Need to Know
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* Limited Lifetime Warranty:  All components are covered by a limited lifetime warranty for defects in materials and workmanship, based on the life of the vehicle.
Compare this to other brands that only have "lifetime" guarantees based on the vehicle manufacturer's recommended change interval for the belt.

Part Number MAKES Part Number MAKES Part Number MAKES
TCK036 Geo, Toyota TCK201 Mitsubishi TCK263 Honda
TCK070 Chevy, Toyota TCK215 Lexus, Toyota TCK277A Subaru
TCK129 Acura TCK216 Honda TCK279 Acura
TCK130 Acura TCK224 Honda TCK283 Ford
TCK139 Chry, Mitsubishi TCK226 Honda TCK284A Hyundai, Kia
TCK141 Ford, Mazda TCK227 Honda, Acura TCK286 Acura, Honda
TCK157 Toyota, Lexus TCK233 Toyota TCK287 Mitsubishi
TCK160 Honda TCK235 Toyota, Geo TCK298 Lexus, Toyota
TCK176 Toyota TCK236 GM, Toyota TCK304 Subaru, Saab
TCK184 Acura, Honda TCK237 Toyota TCK306 Audi, VW
TCK185 Ford, Mazda, Kia TCK239 Toyota TCK306A Audi, VW
TCK186 Honda, Isuzu TCK244 Acura, Honda, Isuzu TCK307 Subaru
TCK190 Lexus TCK247 Acura TCK312 Honda
TCK193 Acura TCK254A Subaru TCK320 Mitsubishi
TCK195 Mitsubishi TCK257 Toyota, Lexus TCK322 Hyundai
TCK199 Toyota TCK257A Toyota, Lexus TCK323 Hyundai, Kia

TCK200 Toyota, Lexus TCK259 Chry, Mitsubishi TCK329 Acura, Honda, Saturn
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ACDelco vs. The Competition
ACDelco TCK329 vs. Conti TB329K1

2003—12 Honda 3.0L, 3.2L, 3.5L, 3.7L V6 engines; approximately 3.6M car parc and expected to grow
2004-2007 Saturn VUE, 3.5L V6 engine
ACDelco uses all OE components to provide the highest quality
Conti has inconsistent construction as analysis shows, and non OE sourced components

ACDelco TCK329
Conti TB329K1

ACDelco328/A vs. Conti TB328K1
2002-20011 Subaru 2.5L boxer engine, approximately 1.2M car parc
ACDelco includes upgraded technology OE belt, OE idler pulley, OE springs and hydraulic strut tensioner
assembly
Conti does not use OE components; only includes idler pulley, not the full hydraulic assembly

Hydraulic Tensioner
Assembly and Pulleys

ACDelco 328

Only Pulleys

Conti TV328K1

ACDelco TCK312 vs. Dayco 95321K1
2001-2005 Honda Acura 1.7L I-4 engine, approximately 1.2M car parc
ACDelco includes the OE belt and OE tensioner, with premium aftermarket active tension spring with rubber
harmonic damper, bolt hardware, and installation instructions
Dayco uses aftermarket tensioner assembly, tension spring supplied without damper and no bolt

ACDelco TCD312 Dayco 95321K1



2. SKU count is not the complete story
Many competitors have created extra SKUs/part numbers to cover duplicate kits
with and without seals, and have emphasis on low volume applications

3. Including seals is not always an advantage
Some competitors do include seal in kits, however, water pump designs and seal size
variations lead to SKU proliferation
Technicians generally only change seals 50% of the time; only when there are signs of
leakage
ACDelco seals are available separately, but not included in TCK/TCKWPs to prevent cost
increases and excessive SKU proliferation

4. Hydraulic Tensioner/Strut/Actuator
Hydraulic struts are new technology is used to control damping loss.  A loss of damping
(tension) can lead to loss of proper engine timing, poor fuel economy, loss of power
and even engine failure.

ACDelco supplier has been instrumental with development of aftermarket industry
testing standards

100% of hydraulic struts are sent to a testing facility and tested for:  seal integrity,
hydraulic movement/functionability, piston clearance/performance and damping
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5. Exclusive Belt Technology and Upgraded Components
Upgraded components target “early failures” and “high load” engines
Belt technology: Advanced Jacket technology and Aramid Fiber reinforcement

Based on newer non GM OE requirements, many Boxer and “high-load”
         (i.e. punishing  layout/very high belt stress) engines, use exclusive belt- ber and

jacket technology upgrades
Aramid bers are a class of synthetic bers that are super strong and heat resistant.
Used in  aerospace and military applications and are ballistic rated for body armor
fabric.  Combined with Jacket manufacturing technology, ACDelco belts have
higher tinsel strength and uniform strength throughout (no weakspots), are more
durable and more heat resistant than standard belts
ACDelco can meet this technology, Dayco and Conti can only match old OE
requirements!

FITR (infrared spectroscopy) analysis of ACDelcoTB286 and Conti TB329
Honda OE engineering requirements are 6MM narrower, but STRONGER a than
standard belt.  Conti aftermarket belts do not meet OE requirements because they
only reduced width and did not strengthen the belt with the advanced technology
that ACDelco uses!
Close up photography (50 microns) of the Conti belt reveals high degree of poor
cord and inconsistent (lack of symmetrical cord) lay across belt cord.
See Photographs below

Inconsistent Cord Lay of Conti 329 Damaged Cord Section of Conti 329


